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New Tuition Plan Announced

BY Nanette Hartman

The Financial Aid Office and Treasurer's Office are now offering an Insured Tuition Payment Plan to all Ursinus students and their families to help ease the pressure of large semester tuition payments. An application to the program, a brochure from the sponsoring company and a letter from the College are now being sent to the homes of all Ursinus students.

The plan is being offered through the Richard C. Knight Insurance Agency of Boston. It is the only plan the College would accept after researching all available options. The Insured Payment Plan will stretch the total expense of tuition to monthly payments, making the system more feasible for many families.

The Installment Payment Plan requires that you apply promptly, by May 15, so the first payment can be made by June 1. There are four important features of this in the plan: monthly payments, banking services, insurance, and flexibility.

Each person determines the size of their payment according to their own individual circumstances, such as year in college and the amount of tuition payment the plan will cover. Students can use the plan to pay their entire tuition or only a part of it. Payments are due on the first of each month. It is possible to make early payments without penalty. However, if payments are more than 10 days late there will be a two percent or five dollar charge, whichever is less.

There are banking services provided which combine a savings plan and a loan program. If your savings account has insufficient funds to pay the school, the company will cover the payment by approving a loan at a twelve percent simple interest rate.

Insurance protection for the entire educational program is available if students qualify. Insurance is totally optional and the exclusions explained in the insurance materials should be reviewed before applying.

This program is an alternative plan to meet the rising tuition costs. Whether it is a success in aiding families remains to be seen. However, it can be considered a sign from the College that it is attempting to offer some sort of relief to the economic pressures of higher education.
Letters

Victimless Crimes

To the Editor:

One of the great misconceptions which a college education should dispel is that there are victimless crimes.

Gambling and the use of marijuana are two illegal activities which are often cited as being victimless. Without considering whether participants in these activities are themselves victims, I would argue that past events on campus demonstrate that these crimes have definite victims: those whose money and property is stolen because of the financial pressure created by these crimes.

At one point last year there was an outbreak of thievery on campus. Investigation led to the discovery of heavy gambling by some students and more mild gambling by numerous others. Ursinus is now investigating a rash of thefts which occurred this spring. Our inquiry has led to a group of students using marijuana — one of the suppliers.

Ursinus is examining proposals for improving the security in some areas — especially New Men’s Dormitory. Until we confront the fact that “victimless” crimes do produce victims, however, no amount of additional security by Ursinus will eliminate the problem of theft.

All of us must redouble our efforts to confront being “victimless” criminals immediately and put an end to their activities before the victims begin to appear. Since we are all potential victims, I urge you to support and cooperate.

The most important thing to keep in mind over the summer is that Reagan’s proposed financial aid cuts are scheduled to be voted on in the beginning of September. Congress has put a six month hold on any cuts, insuring aid for next year, but what about 1984-85? You must wonder at their motives behind the “continuing resolution.” An early September vote will catch students off guard, unable to offer organized opposition to aid cuts.

Don’t let it up. Continue writing to Congress, voicing your opinion on the outbacks. Remind your senator or representative that his vote in September will affect your vote in November.

I look forward to returning in the fall to continue as editor of this fine publication and putting into effect a few changes the staff has planned. However, before that, I intend to take full advantage of sun and sand so I can return readily to overcome the challenges of another year at Ursinus. I urge you all to do the same: rest up, eat well and come back ready to conquer.

Aims for 1982-86 Present Concern of Administration

As a result of the Nov. 21 Ursinus Community Meeting, the Board of Directors, President Richard Richter, and the Campus Planning Group have formulated the “Aims and Targets” of the administration for 1982-1986. The top priority aims will concentrate on the reaffirmation of the undergraduate academic mission of the College.

“Primary emphasis will be placed on student and faculty programs,” stated President Richter. “Most important will be the development of student resources.”

The first aim is to “recruit and retain the optimum quality and size student body to fulfill the mission of the College.” Several of the targets under this aim involve maintenance of present standards, but new goals include creation of new scholarship funds and recruiting a more diverse student body from new geographical areas.

The second aim is to “recruit and retain qualified faculty to implement the mission of the College.” This will involve salary increases, a recognition of special faculty work and continuation of the recently instated faculty development program.

Both aims stated above hinge upon the ability of the administration to carry out these three: “Better facilitate the pursuit of stated aims with a comprehensive program of financial development and communications.”

At the May 21 Board meeting, President Richter will be presenting the Board with a case statement for a new, full-scale fundraising program that will be moved into sometime next fall, if approved.

During the next several months, the “top down - bottom up” planning system of the College will be working to implement the changes. The President, President Richter and the Campus Planning Group have hatched the refined aims and targets down to several operating functionaries: groups of individuals representing the administration and student body. These operating functionaries will suggest strategies that will achieve the aims and pass the decisions back up to the Board for implementation. On the committees will be: Dean William Akin, Dr. John Pilgrim, Financial Aid Director Richard McQuillan, Campus Communications Director Andrea Detterline, and student representatives Derek Pickell and Angela Russel.
President' Corner

The editorial comment by Michael Schlesinger, "Too Much Grass on Campus?" (April 23, 1982), was shocking.

Students surely will indignantly oppose his notion that the college needs "areas of green that would beautify this campus."

Long, long ago, perhaps a dozen years or so, the faculty and administration were like centurions around the plush, unsullied and untrampled spreads of campus grass. If a student in those distant years "cut campus" — departed from a path and walked on the grass — he or she was summarily lined and made the object of fun by faculty and peers. Faculty still among the living were known to accost students on the spot for stepping across the herefords of grass. I am not personally acquainted with any anecdotes in which students and faculty or administrators came to blows over this venerable prohibition, but, given the fervor surrounding it, I would not be at all surprised to hear of such.

But those were dim and mysterious times. As enlightenment came to Collegeville, the custom of walking on pathways to preserve the beauty of the grass died. Good riddance, I say. Good riddance, students surely say.

Students now get to the dining hall on time by walking in a straight line from dorm to Wismer unhindered by circuitous asphalt paths. They can even cut straight lines to class, a tremendous boon to faculty morale.

And the students, in their new freedom to beat up the old gr assward with impunity, have vastly expanded the opportunities for fun play. The frolic campus once was a static picture of funereal perfection, of no use to anyone. Now, it is productively used for hitting frisbees, playing softball or driving golf balls.

Long ball hitters, in addition to trampling the grass, get the extra challenge for aiming for the low-flying glass windows in front of the College Union Building. The other day, I noticed that one of our finest did it — the shattered glass was still strewn in the vestibule. A smashing performance!

There is something of the earth in this custom of cutting campus wherever you please. I have watched contented students in pouring rain slush through mud just two feet from a solid asphalt campus walkway. I suspect there is a springiness, an assurance of basic things to the feel of the real greensward under one's Nikes and not the hard and hostile surface of a petroleum-based walkway.

There is a special spot in front of Pfahler where the water runs downward toward Main Street in a great swale. Students, at one point this year, had walked through this swale with such efficiency and frequency, come rain, shine, snow or sleet, that it looked very much like a pasture chewed up by the hooves of cattle. It made one reflect on the virtues of efficiency and the fuzzy-headedness of fools who worship beauty for beauty's sake. It made me feel really philosophical to look at that sight.

I asked you to take a look at the criss-cross patterns in front of Brodbeck-Wilkinson-Curtis. Walk down to Eger Gateway, and just to the east a few feet note the big brown patch beaten in by the persons so eager to get to campus that they cannot depart from their straight-line route to walk up Freeland Walkway. Watch the base paths ripen and deepen on the front campus as the boys of spring pursue their favorite sport.

Who needs the beauty of a bit of lovely grass when so much wholesome activity and so much efficiency of movement is being accomplished?

What a reactionary step it would be for Mr. Klee to sod and seed those old tennis courts. In its present state the area has a used and homely look, inviting to the sneaker-clad foot, pleasingly polychromatic to the eye of the pragmatist.

I plead with students not to succumb to the argument in The Grizzly. Do not allow a return to the fetish worship of greensward. Do not give up your inalienable freedom to walk where you please. Ask yourself whether you wish. Do not a blade of scrubby grass become more important than your appointed mission as a student.

Women's Club Continues to Support Campus

For the past 67 years, the Ursinus Women's Club has been playing a vital part in the lives of everyone here at Ursinus.

The Women's Club was originally organized in June 1914, at a meeting of women graduates of Ursinus College called together by George L. Brownback, then President of Ursinus College. President Brownback called the meeting to discuss "the promotion of interests of women graduates."

Since that meeting, the Women's Club has done many things for Ursinus College. They have given about $5,000 for the Brant Hockey Field, donated for the women's dormitories, as well as raising over $50,000 to pay for the purchase of 672 Main Street for a women's dorm. They have given money for furnishings in other buildings on campus as well. They gave $10,000 to furnish one of the dining rooms in Wismer Hall as well as $10,000 to furnish the Urisusian Room in Myrin Library. One of their most recent donations has been $10,000 for the restoration of the tower in Bomberger Hall.

Scholarships have also been a big part of the Women's Club activities. From 1933 to 1943, two girls picked by the college, each received $100 a year. An open scholarship was organized in the amount of $300 annually. Their current scholarship project is to establish a Lois Hock Brownback Scholarship Fund. Lois Brownback was an active member of the Women's Club for 60 years, including 46 years as treasurer. At the time of her death in 1980, approximately $350 was given in her name.

The Women's Club hopes to have a $2500 scholarship available to a girl, picked by the college, next fall.

The Women's Club raises money for its projects by annual dues of two dollars from its 350 members, donations and by its annual card party, held this year on March 6, their annual luncheon on Parents' Day and a bus trip on May 11 to Penn's Landing.

Any woman graduate of Ursinus College is eligible to join the Women's Club, but everyone is able to support it through donations and by supporting its fund raisers. After all, its main objective is to help all of us.
Transplanted Texan

by Duncan C. Atkins

It is approximately 8 p.m. on a Friday night at Ursinus. It happens to be April 23, a beautiful spring evening. But the log you are about to read could be the log of almost any Friday night at Ursinus. You see, the Friday nights I have spent here at Harvard on the Perk are the same in my mind, the boredom and drunkenness of 50 others. I am in my room listening to a Judy Collins tape. Two frat brothers come in, carrying a bottle of Canadian Whiskey, three quarters full. They slur their speech asking me to join them.

“No, thanks,” I tell them, “I’ve already bucked up for kegs.”

“Oh,” they reply, each taking turns at the bottle of Canadian. Just then, Judy Collins’ “Send in the Clowns” comes on the stereo. “Isn’t it rich, are we a pair. I’ve already been one of my favorite boys, but my frat brothers do not share my taste in music. I am warming up now. There is nothing I love better than lecturing a captive, albeit infatuated with. This covers a way over to her. I slip the beer slowly, sizing up the party. Noticing an attractive blonde, I make my way over to her. I introduce myself. She is not impressed. She is here looking for something other than intellectual stimulation. “What do you think of Unilateral Nuclear Disarmament?” I ask her. Glaring at me, she speaks with a harsh voice, “I don’t know what kind of girl you think I am, but I’m not into kinky sex.”

“Give up on women and world issues at the same time, I beat a hasty retreat towards the tap.”

I was now in a mood simply to get drunk. The challenge is thinking of creative ways to get inebriated in a hurry. I decide to drink a glass of beer to every girl I’ve ever been infatuated with. This covers a lot of ground. I set a time limit of 40 minutes.

Forty minutes later, I swallow a beer for my latest infatuation, of what’s her name. Having just drank 16 beers in three quarters of an hour, I go outside and sing the Yale fight song in triumph. After seven choruses of “Boo-la, boo-la,” I stumble back to my room. After fumbling for my keys, I finally manage to unlock the door and collapse, fully clothed, on my bed.

The next morning I awake at 7:30, hungover. But despite my splitting headache and queasy stomach, the beauty of girl talk on life is much improved over the night previous. You see, mornings are full of beautiful illusions about all the grand things we are going to achieve in the space of that day. Evenings, especially Friday evenings, are too many full of frustrating reality. A toast, then, to hangover Saturday mornings.

An Ursinus Friday Night

Students Direct
One Act Plays

by Deborah Mould

On the evenings of April 26 and 28 a total of seven one act plays were viewed at Ritter. If you missed this event you missed seeing some good talent in action. Each member of Dr. Henry’s Communication Arts 302 or Theater Workshop, after being instructed in directing techniques, had the responsibility of directing their own one act play.

Kristi Hoppmann’s play “Make-up” by George Savage, was a situation comedy performed by Joan Blake and Lisa Hendren. The “Beggar” by Bertolt Brecht was well acted by Dean Clayton as the beggar and Dr. DeCatur as the emperor. This thought provoking play was directed by Martin Atriedes. “Ferryboat,” a contemporary play by Leonard Melfi was directed by James Nowry and starred Kevin Burke and Stephanie Boinski. To finish Monday night’s performance was the play “Hopscotch,” written by Israel Horovitz and directed by Deborah Mould. The well received stars of this play were Mari Kopanske and Eric Lehnes. Monday night turned out a nice size responsive audience.

Wednesday’s audience was just as receptive of their three well-acted plays performed that evening. “The Dark Lady of the Sonnets” by George Bernard Shaw was a unique Shakespearean style play directed by Pat Walker. This play was well acted by Jeff Eick, Cathy Colby, Amy Rowland and Gike Suvanarsi. “The Long Good-bye,” written by Tennessee Williams, was directed by Pat Watral. Seen performing well in this play were Roger Archt, Kevin O’Shea, Carol Hykel, Tracy Degerberg, Pat Walker and Derek Pickell. The last but not least of the seven one acts plays was called “The Lover,” by Harold Pinter. Those appearing were Tracy Degerberg, Sam Byerly and Roger Archt. This performance of the absurd was directed by Maria Alice Cullen. We also like to mention our devoted light man Steve Wallace, who has b en invaluable with his assistance this past semester.

For a good many of the actors performing, this was their debut. The directors were quite pleased with their casts’ performances. For most of the students directing this was also their premiers. Despite the hassles, each director was happy with their plays. It proved to be a good experience for all. We got students involved, learned a lot and had a good time.
Goodbye, class of '82

Just a brief glimpse at a few members of the class of 1982. You’ve come a long way down the road to achieve an Ursinus education — but it’s been worth it. You’ve made a lot of friends, had a lot of good times, and you might have even learned something along the way.

You’ll be missed. Best of luck in all future endeavors — don’t forget the rest of us when you’re climbing high on the ladder of success.
TURN YOUR TEXTBOOKS INTO $CASH$ 

Now and throughout Finals we’ll buy back any book with a resale value at the highest prices around

URSINUS COLLEGE BOOKSTORE

Mon. & Tues. 9-7  
Wed. - Fri. 9-5  

PHONE  
489-1111 ext. 237
USGA Notes

By now everyone is aware of the large number of thefts which took place in New Men's Dorm during Easter Break. Robbery is not new to Ursinus, it has happened before, but it has never been of this magnitude. Hopefully, the incident over Easter Break will call proper attention to this major problem on campus. Ursinus students should be very upset about what happened; it could have easily been any other dorm on campus. We must tell the administration how we feel and demand that measures be taken to prevent this from occurring again.

There is little the College can do to prevent the small, everyday robberies, so we students must do what we can, to be more careful and protect our property. On the other hand, we can do very little to protect our property while we are away, unless we take it with us, so the College must take measures to protect our possessions. The College must provide enough protection to insure that students will feel safe to leave their property here when they are home on break. There is very little the College can do about what has happened, but the administration must work to prevent a large scale robbery from occurring again. The College should strengthen security measures to provide sufficient protection during breaks. Increasing security will surely cost money, so, as with most things, it will also take time. Ursinus students can hasten action by voicing their opinions. Speak out — your concern — let the administration know how serious the problem is.

Dave Borgstrom
USGA President

I also want to wish everyone a safe and enjoyable summer. We deserve it!

The Trappe Ridge Launderomat
753 Main St., Trappe
488-6362
Valet and Dry Cleaning Services.

WILL'S MOBILE SERVICE STATION
General Repairs & Towing
3rd & Main Streets
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Phone 489-9956

SALES - REPAIRS - REPAIRS
EXPERT TIRE REPAIRS
AND RECONDITIONING

QUALITY TYPEWRITERS
NEW AND USED
FREE
PICK UP & DELIVERY SERVICE
WE BUY—SELL—TRADE

RIBBONS IN STOCK
FOR MOST POPULAR BRANDS

S-K Business Machines, Inc.
Valley View Apartments Suite B100
281 W. Centre Rd.
King of Prussia, Pa.
(215) 337-4177

SALES - RENTALS - REPAIRS
EXPERT TIRE REPAIRS
AND RECONDITIONING

SPORTS PROFILE Jeff Grassie

Although the UC baseball team is not having one of its better years, there is one very bright spot on the diamond. His name is Jeff Grassie. Jeff is the standout second baseman who has been a fixture there since midway through his freshman season. Jeff is one of the captains of this year’s baseball team and is performing like one as always.

Jeff Grassie is from Springfield, Delaware County, where he attended Springfield High School. He played baseball for this team, starting as a sophomore and continuing through junior and senior years. As a junior and a senior he was named to the Bulletin All-Area high school baseball team. This is a prestigious award that honors only the finest players in the nation. Jeff is a righthanded, hitting catcher, Mike Stobie was a teammate of Jeff’s in high school.

Jeff graduated from Springfield in ’76, and attended UC the following fall. As a freshman, Jeff started at second base and continued to perform well. The next year as a sophomore, Jeff was moved to left field for a short period. His sure handedness as a fielder makes Jeff a valuable asset that can play virtually anywhere. That year Jeff bat­ted an outstanding .349. The following year, he was moved back to second base, but did not fair as well with the bat. His average slipped to .260 that year, but his fielding ability was enough to have him recognized as one of the top second basemen in the league. This year, as a senior, Jeff is having his finest season. He is now hitting at a scorching .415, and early in the season was ranked fifth in the nation. Although he is having a fine year, Jeff is still not happy with the season. “I am disappointed about this year. We were looking for a better season than last year, for a couple of reasons. We have all of our pitchers back, and a new coach. With our new coach, we are a more fundamental team, but we are lacking experience. We have a lot of freshmen and sopho­more who have talent, but just lack the collegiate experi­ence. Also the attitude this year is not as good as last year’s. I’m not really sure if guys are excited about playing ball. Last year’s offense is hurting. Because of our in­experience, the upperclassmen are pressing and trying to do too much. We had a stretch with thirteen dark innings … That really hurts, it’s hard to win without scoring any runs. One other problem was the injury to Joe Dazeonzo. He’s a tough player with a good bat, and his loss really hurt.”

Aside from baseball, Jeff plays a lot of other sports. He is an avid golfer, who shoots in the low 80’s. Jeff says that golf is his favorite hobby. He also participated in inter­murals in football and basketball. He is quick to add, “We were champs, too.” Jeff is an Ec/BA major, who plans to go into the insurance field upon graduating from Ursinus. Al­though after leaving UC Jeff’s baseball playing days will probably be over, he will be content to while away his sunny days on the greens of Springfield Country Club.

Lary Muscarella/The Grizzly

Senior Jeff Grassie

W’s Lacrosse

“Continued from Page Eight

were held off the board for the remaining 20-15. The Lady Lions added nine unanswered goals, including three more by Finn and also Marsha Florio scored three of her seven goals of the game. The half ended with Ursinus looking at a deficit of 10-2.

The opening twelve minutes of the second half saw four more Penn State goals, two of them by Florio. Then with 13 minutes left in the game, Ursinus exploded for four goals, two by Davie and one each by freshmen Chris Mac­Coll and Jenny Fostera. At this point the score stood at 14-6. This, however, was too little, too late. Penn State upped the score to 20-6 before Ursinus’ MacColl capped the evening with 7 seconds to play to finally ize the score at 20-7.

skiing

This past week has not been a good one for the UC men’s lacrosse team. They suffered three losses, which dropped their record from 4-2 to 4-5.

The first loss was to the hands of Dickinson 5-4. This was a heart breaker since the game was lost in overtime.

The next game was not so close. Swarthmore: College whitewashed the Bears 22-3.

The third loss was to Bloomsburg State. This, like the first game, was a heart breaker since the game was lost in overtime. The final score being 11-10.

The team’s final game will be Saturday afternoon at Stockton State College. A win at Stockton would give the Bears a strong offensive record, which would be a first for the club. This would be the first time they have ended with a .500 record. Dean Rebuck had this to say about this year’s team, “We had a good season, much improved over last year.” A win saturday would make this season even better.
The Track Squad

Today and tomorrow, 19 members of the UC Track and Field team will be competing in the MAC League championships. Participating in a field of 16 teams, the Bears will be striving for a team goal as well as individual medals. At last year's competition, UC took fifth place overall. This year, Coach Richard Whatley is looking for improvement in the team standings. "We have improved over last year, and I would like us to jump up a few places in the final standings."

The team has improved over last year's, compiling a 1982 record of 8-2; losing a very close one to F&M and the second being a two point defeat. Most of the team's injuries are pretty well healed up, except for the sprained ankle of pole vaulter Jim Mulroy, so they are well tuned for this meet, and hungry to improve last year's placement. Coach Whatley had this to say about the competition: "Susquehanna is supposed to be top dog, with Delaware Valley running a close second. From there on, it's up to whoever is going to put out. So if the team performs like I know they can, we'll be in good shape."

The meet will be held at Western Maryland College. On Friday trial runs and semi-finals will be held. Survivors of these preliminary heats will compete in the finals on Saturday. To compete in these MAC championships an athlete must meet a certain standard in his event, a certain time in a run, or a distance in a throw, or a height in a jump. The following have met or surpassed those standards: Leading the sprint crew will be John Summers. He is qualified for five events, but will only compete in two. Morris Salley will run in the 400m, but has a good chance to place in his specialty, the 200m. Brian Clark will compete in the three mile run and in the 1500m. Doug Nevins will join Clark in the 1500m event. John Gelhard will also run the 1500m, and will compete in the 5000m. Distance ace Neil Brown, who is expected to bring home a medal, will compete in the 1500m and the 5000m. Senior John Perrato will run the 5000m race, but is expected to excel in the 10,000m run. Bruce Trout will run in the 1600m relay team, and Craig Harris is the lone hurdler competing in the intermediate 400m hurdles.

Leaving track and moving along to the weight events, all eyes are on Dave DiMattia. Dave will be trying to defend his MAC title which he earned last year in the shotput. Dave Remmey will also be competing in the put. Captain Keith Beck will be looking to bring home a medal in the javelin. Along with Beck, Jared Opitz will be throwing the javelin.

Moving to the jumping events, Tom Broderick (of basketball fame) should get some points in the high jump. Mike Milligan also has a good chance in scoring in the same event. Junior Dave B elson, who had a fine 20 foot plus jump last season, can score in the long jump. Scott Mauer will also compete in the long jump, but is expected to excel in the triple jump. Rounding out the UC qualifiers are Jim Mulroy and John Boyd competing in the pole vault.

Mulroy is a quality jumper who should score, but with his injury is questionable.

The team left for Western Maryland last night and will start competition today. If the UC competitors perform at the level they are capable, come Saturday night, there should be a lot of happy Bears and one happy coach.

Looking Ahead:

SOFTBALL: Today-H

W's Tennis Eliminated from MAC

by Barb Matthers

The Women's Tennis team lost a disappointing match to Franklin and Marshall. Coach Sandy Famous felt the match could have gone either way and stated, "On a given day we would have won. It's too bad we had to play F & M in the first round when we were seeded number two and they were top-seeded."

But Coach Famous is looking ahead to the MAC individual championships at Gettysburg College this weekend.

Sophomore Jo Zierdt and freshman Lisa Ferguson will be entered in the singles competition with the co-captains Ludwig and Alesa Jessperson in the doubles draw. Ludwig stated, "The team did well this season and I am very optimistic about the upcoming MAC individual championships. Alesa and I have worked together to become a strong doubles team, and Jo and Lisa should do well in the singles tournament."

Penn State Dumps Women's Lacrosse

by Jean Morrison

On Tuesday, April 27, in their final week of play, the women's lacrosse team faced the classic challenge of the Lady Lions of Penn State. In the past ten confrontations they have been a top show of lacrosse. Two years ago the score ended 10-10 at Penn State, the only blemish on an otherwise perfect home record. Last year, the only defeat on the Penn State record was against the hands of Ursinus, 11-10. Such success was not to be this year for Ursinus as they got handily beaten by a quick, clever, stronger, and a more consistent Penn State team, 20-7.

Penn State opened the scoring less than two minutes into the game on a shot by Candy Finn, her first of five goals of the day. Ursinus took a 2-1 lead on goals by senior captain Traci Davis and Junior Margaret Tomlinson. At this point it looked as if UC was going to give Ursinus a run for their money. However, these two goals were all the Bears were going to get in the half as they...